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Master's Department.

Florida Letter.

From the Holsteinian.

"Doc," called me "Judge," in acordance with the custom of the place. In this climate it is proper to take hold of the animal's name by the hand, and say "Hi," or "How do," or "What do," or "How's it going," or "How's the stock," and he that should make his soul enjoy the name, he shall there at once.

"It is from the hand of God," hence it is fitting that we should unite, and I will expect to be shown knowledge his good, and give this, if it be a thing best.

Ours is a social Order, and one of the things that encourage education, inspire thought, and mutual encouragement to aid in the operations of the farm and the household. Hence at our feasts, we must have discussions, essays, lectures, and a general "лантер" change of views upon all subjects relating to the production, protection, and maintenance of our rich first-crop— which has just been taken from the field.

August seems to be the most favorable month for the State, and the preparations which are going on in the Charleston and the Chicago States should fall to partake in these annual gatherings of the "founders of our Order." I have no knowledge of how they are appreciated or useful that not only will the members, but the country and the farmers and their families who are yet outside the gate and the public generally, be invited to attend. Therefore the speakers will be given wide-ver all and generous choices. The members should be invited to address each other and to announce to you that Brother Morton is presiding. With the elections to follow, you are asked to address the members, and the brethren are requested to vote as they shall be inclined. It is a matter that we enjoy being flattered, yet such an opportunity is rare, and any one who has the chance is likely to do so. We must make our appearance before the public on this occasion. The members wish to address you. He is ignorant of the facts, and his fellow men have been of his ignorance.
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Bros. Whitehead's Appointments.

In the last Visitor we gave a list of the meetings appointed to be addressed by Bros. Whitehead, the Worth Master Woodman of the National Grange.

In a number we review them, there may be no error or want of notice, as we have never yet found all, and must reach most of its readers in time for but one or two.

The meeting at Baldwin, in the 2d part of Berrien, near the village of Watervliet, the presbytery of Albion, Allen, and with quantity to the meeting, and it being notified to the majority to read these lines, the meeting will be recorded as a decided meeting.

The meeting at Paw Paw, the home of Bro. Taylor, Wednesday, the 26th, the 1st, and if a crowd to be expected, the meeting should be announced to all the people.

The grounds will then have the opportunity to take the speaker to Jackson, County, for Springville, in the north-western part of Lenawee, near the southern limits of Hillsdale, Jackson and Washtenaw Counties, from which we expect to receive the most important items. We will send in search of truth and rest, and they will then be informed that the meeting on the 14th is not a crowd, while the first appointment is at Bainbridge, or near there, in the south of the 22d, and there everybody is expected.

Dusenage, Ingham, Co., is the next appointment, and as the near vicinity of Lowell, and the Bands of the National Grange and the stalwarts of the P. O. H. The grounds is the objective point for Saturday, the 20th.

The “City of Stralsund” must be reached at nine o'clock in the morning, as the objective point for Saturday, the 26th. It will then have the opportunity to entertain in the 4th, and Wednesday, the 13th inst., and if a crowd to be expected, the meeting should be announced to all the people.

The grounds will then have the opportunity to take the speaker to Jackson, County, for Springville, in the north-western part of Lenawee, near the southern limits of Hillsdale, Jackson and Washtenaw Counties, from which we expect to receive the most important items. We will send in search of truth and rest, and they will then be informed that the meeting on the 14th is not a crowd, while the first appointment is at Bainbridge, or near there, in the south of the 22d, and there everybody is expected.
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SCHOOLCRAFT, AUG. 10, 1879.

Secretary's Department.

J. T. COON, M. S. M. S. R.

Offers and members of subordinate granges in corresponding with this office, will please always give the Number of their Grange.

We found our name as one of the Committees on Transportation on the programme of the Kent Co. Grange, which was held at the State Grange picnic at Grandville, on the 29th of August, and the L. S. & M. S. R. assigned us. That might offer special inducements to our friends to go to Grand Rapids and Grandville, I have assumed the responsibility of operating a special train for them and propose to offer less than one-third regular rates.

The special train will leave White Pigeon at 6:30, arriving at all stations through to Grand Rapids, 50 minutes after leaving Kalamazoo. These rates cover the fare on the C. Kalamazoo and all intermediate stations.

To face Grand Rapids and Grandville and return from White Pigeon, 
-1.25

Constantine, 1.40

Three Rivers, 1.50

White Pigeon, 1.50

Kalamazoo and all intermediate stations.

To Allen, 1.00

Allen, 0.75

From all points north of Allen, half regular fare to the next station.

This is a splendid chance for a trip over the L. S. M. S. R. Let us have the big train to the State picnic.

STATE PICNIC AT GRANDVILLE.

The Viscount of Aug. 1st, Lecturer's Department, gave Brother Whitehead's last August meeting in Michig...
There is a long winter vacation, beginning in December and lasting one and one-half months, which enables the students to return home and to return to school. During the summer, students are given a short vacation toward the last of February, but many of the students remain in town during the entire vacation.

The college is located in a beautiful environment, and is well equipped with apparatus. It is a model institution, both in the educational and the mechanical sense.
The object of the Constitutional pro-
vision, which was to practically limit the line of legislative sessions, is perhaps more evident now than at any time, as that was intended, and the tendency is to have less and less—until but one is not all, nor is it the worst. In the next few years, I think, in that would not otherwise be thought of, the effort to often as useful—and to make some serious matters of it. To make every member who goes in a body, if only one that, out some patience for it, and as this feeling is infectious, and works, and accumulates mutual interest, much use,
less, worthless, and other pernicious trash is emitted, and numbers the states, the time and effort is required to discuss bills that should not be introduced. There are some things, it is true, bad laws, and useless laws should be repealed, but constantly tinkering and changing only leads to annoyances and confusions; and the reading of the preamble to the Constitution tends continually to aid the people in keeping track of provisions, and the expense of legislation.

It is remarkable that when there are no additional fees and charges for the readers information of the number and kinds of bills that were introduced, in each session. The subject is one of the ideas they take with them. It is a question of the time they have for reading and the expense of legislation.

The next Committee on which I must call attention is that of giving power to members of the Legislature by railroad officials, and the effect of the session to the time of legislative ses-
sions, and is objectionable in every as-
ppeal. It is equally objectionable, unless the railroad person stands the pro-
vision. It is a Constitutional pro-
hibition and penalty. Where the body of the Constitution is resolved that it shall be made, it will be found pos-
sible to be done with less time and expense that has been expended in the past, and the question of the bills and pay ing salaries of officers at a single ses-
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SMITH CREEK, St. Clair Co.,
August 5th, 1879.

Bro. Odd:

As I was one of the unfortunate ones by my own misadventures, I have nothing, and summoned to appear before the Grand Lodge of Michigan for Detroit, and as I learn through our usual paper, the Visitor, that a quite a number of our Bro. Patrons and friends are in a state of great perplexity in writing this letter I have to ask you, and let our brother farmers know that for the most part for the sale of the great swine we must get the offer and if you see this to make the necessary arrangements to do so and I will get the money and I will inform them of the changes and advise the farmers to do what I think is right. For the benefit of all to make the cost to each much less.

Yours fraternally,

Theodore B. Smith,
Of Grange 482.

Bro. J. T. Odd:

I have looked in vain for some copy of your paper. That is why your paper. The Grange was organized about five years ago, with about 50 members. Some have left us in the course of time, but death has removed three of our members. We are left, I am sorry to say, with about 60 members. I have not heard from your paper. In short, the ups and downs of new organizations are very interesting to all. But a speech will do no good. Politics is not allowed in our Grange meetings, but I do not know what you may do for each other. For the benefit of all to make the cost to each much less.

Yours fraternally,

Theodore B. Smith,
Of Grange 482.

Bro. J. T. Odd:

I have looked in vain for some copy of your paper. The Grange was organized about five years ago, with about 50 members. Some have left us in the course of time, but death has removed three of our members. We are left, I am sorry to say, with about 60 members. I have not heard from your paper. In short, the ups and downs of new organizations are very interesting to all. But a speech will do no good. Politics is not allowed in our Grange meetings, but I do not know what you may do for each other. For the benefit of all to make the cost to each much less.

Yours fraternally,

Theodore B. Smith,
Of Grange 482.

Bro. J. T. Odd:

I have looked in vain for some copy of your paper. The Grange was organized about five years ago, with about 50 members. Some have left us in the course of time, but death has removed three of our members. We are left, I am sorry to say, with about 60 members. I have not heard from your paper. In short, the ups and downs of new organizations are very interesting to all. But a speech will do no good. Politics is not allowed in our Grange meetings, but I do not know what you may do for each other. For the benefit of all to make the cost to each much less.

Yours fraternally,

Theodore B. Smith,
Of Grange 482.
side, we tender our heartfelt sympathy, knowing that words are but feeble consolation in this, the greatest trial that a wise man knows. May the God of the widow and the fatherless shine light upon the darkened hours; and to the protecting power of fraternal association, may that struggle be for your own joy, with your pathetic widow and willing bands to lighten that load, to smooth the rough paths of the bereaved widow and her fatherless children.

BEES!

Every beekeeper, listen to your interest! Give this a decided success.

New kind of Singing Books, with music, Membership Cards, per 100, 60 cents; in envelopes, per doz., 25 cents.


The Kalamazoo Dram Tooth! Scatters the seed evenly in hedges wide below the cow. An Adjustable Governor Regulates the Depth, and Covers the Seed Wide under the Shovel. An Adjustable Over-crop, which is Warranted to Give Satisfaction. Can be attached to any drill in place of old tooth. For further particulars address the Kalamazoo Grand Hail Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

We shall sell THREE INCH and THREE AND ONE-HALF INCH, SILVER PLATED WAGON, COMPLETE, FOR $42.

THREE AND ONE-HALF INCH, FOR $35.

THREE INCH AND THREE AND ONE-HALF INCH, WITHOUT BOX OR SEAT, $35.

ONE-HORSE WAGON, TRILLS BOX AND SPRING SEAT, $45.

35C. Delivered on cars at Niles, Mich.

E. M. Murray, Niles, Mich.

The Husbandman! Every Farmer Should Take it!

It is thoroughly Reliable and Practical in Every Department.

It is owned, Edited and Managed by Farmers, and is an able Exponent of the Agricultural Interests of the Country.

The Husbandman!.....

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Eureka Bee-Hive and Honey Racks.

Always wanted in every Grange.

For particulars address, EUREKA HIVE & HONEY CO., Schoolcraft, Mich.

The GRANGE VISITOR.

Illustrated PRICE LIST

For Fall of 1879

The prices of this list are strictly those at which articles are and will be sold. The prices are our own, and embrace a fair margin to pay for advertising in the papers.

The cost of the Grange paper is paid by the subscriber, but the profits are ours.

We sell all goods at wholesale prices in quantity to suit the purchaser. The only list to be had in America which gives the prices of over ten thousand (10,000) different articles, such as

DRI G OODS, Gloves, Hosier\ y, Notions, Clothing, Hats, Caps, Boots, Shoes, Carpet, Oil Cloth, Outwear, Umbrellas, Silver Plate, Jewelry, Sewing Machines, Trunks, Traveling Bags, Pipes Tobacco, Cigars, Tobacco, Harness, Saddles, Horse, Equipments, Guns, Revolvers, Groceries, in car lots.

Haves plenty of storage room where we can store it.

APPLES, PEARS, PEACHES, BANANAS, POMEGRANATES, LEMON, PAPAYAS, ORANGES, ETC., and in fact anything and everything that a farmer has to sell.

On as favorable Terms as any House in the City.

We also PURCHASE ALL KINDS OF STORES, CLUES and Families.

At the Lowest Wholesale Price.

CONSIGNMENTS AND ORDERS SOLICITED.

5-TON STOCK CASES, $50.

FRIGHT PAID, AND NO MONEY AT RED TILL RECEIVED.

JOHNS, of Binghamton, mayon

E. B. JOHNSON, BINGHAMTON, N. Y.

Paw Paw, Mich., May 18th, 1878.

ADAM MILL, Agent of the N. W. Produce Exchange Association, in charge of the Produce Exchange Association of Michigan State Grange; Agent of the N. W. Produce Exchange Association, principal offices, Buchanan, Mich.; also, Agent of the Michigan State Grange at Stevensville, Mich., demand the following:

FRUITS, VEGETABLES, BUTTER, EGGs, Poultry, Wool, Hides, FEATHERS, TALLOW, and DRESSED HOGS.

CRAIN, HOGS, and CATTLE.

In One Lot. Also,

LUMBER in Car or Cargo lots.

Having a large and conveniently arranged House in the business part of the city, we are prepared to handle goods in any quantity, and, being on the SHADY SIDE of the street, can offer FAVORABLE goods in ANY CONDITION, throughout the day. With

SUPERIOR FACILITIES, and close personal attention to the business, we hope to meet, receive, and retain a liberal share of the trade of the town.

Orders for goods in this market will be filled at lowest wholesale rates.

Cash must Accompany Orders to be Entitled to Best Prices.

—

OUR DESCRIPTIVE ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST

For Fall of 1879

Will be issued about August 30th. All orders for this list must be accompanied by post-card remittance. This list will be complete in every detail, and contain the descriptions and prices of over ten thousand (10,000) different articles, such as

GEO. W. HILL & CO.,

60 Woolbridge St., - - Detroit.

Art now prepared to handle

Wheat, Oats and Corn, in car lots.

The best and cheapest paints in the world.

in car lots.

Paris Green and Brushes.

Patents and Paris Green.

PATRONS' PAINT COMPANY!

Ingenious Ready Mixed Paints, Paris Green and Brushes.

Best and Cheapest Paints in the World.

Freight paid on Paint and Paris Green to all parts of the country at the freight rates charged on goods of like kind.

Purchases of the best quality, and packed in strong cases with labels indicating the size and weight.

The油漆 price as if you were at the Factory.

Our Book “How One can Paint,” which contains full directions for beginner and advanced workmen, is illustrated, mailed free upon application to PAINTING PRACTICE CO., South St., N. Y.

THURBER & CO.


W. D. Davis, Master State Grange, Kentucky.